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Abstract 21 

High-resolution numerical weather prediction experiments using the Global Environmental 22 

Multiscale (GEM) model at a 250-m horizontal resolution are used to investigate the effect of the 23 

urban land-use on 2-m surface air temperature, thermal comfort, and rainfall over the Montreal 24 

(Canada) area. We focus on two different events of high temperatures lasting 2-3 days followed 25 

by intense rainfall: one is a large-scale synoptic system that crosses Montreal at night and the 26 

other is an afternoon squall line. Our model shows an overall good performance in adequately 27 

capturing the surface air temperature, dew-point temperature and rainfall during the events, 28 

although the precipitation pattern seems to be slightly blocked upwind of the city. Sensitivity 29 

experiments with different land use scenarios were conducted. Replacing all urban surfaces by 30 

low vegetation showed an increase of human comfort, lowering the heat index during the night 31 

between 2° and 6°C. Increasing the albedo of urban surfaces led to an improvement of comfort 32 

of up to 1°C, during daytime, whereas adding street-level low vegetation had an improvement of 33 

comfort throughout the day of up to 0.5°C in the downtown area. With respect to precipitation, 34 

significant differences are only seen for the squall line event, for which removing the city modifies 35 

the precipitation pattern. These findings offer insight on the effects of urban morphology on the 36 

near-surface atmospheric conditions. 37 

1 Introduction 38 

Cities occupy a small fraction of the Earth's surface, yet over half of the world's population 39 

lives in urban areas, a number that will significantly increase in the next decades (1). Cities modify 40 

the local environment because they are built with materials and geometries that clearly differ 41 

from the natural landscape. Built structures have an impact on the local climate because they 42 
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alter surface exchanges of heat, moisture, momentum, and radiation with the atmosphere. A 43 

complete understanding of these effects is crucial to identify and reduce the risks that urban 44 

dwellers are exposed to. 45 

Initially observed and documented in the 1800s, urban areas are warmer relative to their 46 

rural surroundings (2). This phenomenon is referred to as the  urban heat island (UHI) and 47 

processes explaining the unique local climate of cities have been well documented (3,4). Materials 48 

used in cities have low reflectance, are good thermal conductors and have greater heat storage 49 

capacity, so they are more efficient than the natural materials at absorbing atmospheric radiation 50 

fluxes and heat, which is then released at night mainly through sensible heat flux. Urban surfaces 51 

are mostly impervious, which alters the water budget by reducing infiltration and evaporation, 52 

and by increasing surface runoff. As a result, there is little water available for evaporative cooling 53 

and most turbulent heat exchanges are channelled through sensible heat fluxes. In addition, city 54 

landscapes are often less vegetated than rural areas, reducing evapotranspiration from plants and 55 

its effect on temperature. Urban geometry accentuates these effects by trapping energy because 56 

solar radiation is reflected multiple times by urban surfaces and thus the probability for it to be 57 

absorbed by the city fabric is larger (5). Urban areas reduce the wind, which enhances the heat 58 

trapping in the city (5,6). Anthropogenic heat sources (i.e. road traffic, industry, heating and air-59 

conditioning) and atmospheric pollution also contribute to increasing the intensity of the urban 60 

heat island (5). 61 

Urban planners tend to adopt many different strategies to reduce the strength of the UHI 62 

and its potential effects on the increasing urban population. Common mitigation strategies are, 63 

for example, adding green infrastructures such as green roofs, parks and trees(7–10), and 64 

increasing the reflectivity of urban surfaces (10–14). Replacing urban surfaces with vegetation 65 

lowers air temperature due to increased evapotranspiration and less surface warming during the 66 
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day. On the other hand, low vegetation might enhance heat release at night since it often has a 67 

high sky-view factor. Vegetation also adds water vapor to the air, potentially decreasing human 68 

comfort on local population. Studies show that in general heat stress is typically lowered when 69 

vegetation is added (8,15), which is beneficial to urban population. The type of vegetation (i.e. 70 

low or high vegetation) added and its placement inside the urban canyon can have a different 71 

effect on thermal comfort, for example, trees offer shade and interact with radiation and are 72 

more effective than grass in improving comfort (7). Increasing urban surface albedo decreases 73 

daytime air temperature due to higher reflection of solar radiation that causes less surface 74 

warming. Nighttime impacts of albedo change seem instead to be negligible (10,11,14). For this 75 

mitigation strategy, the impact on human comfort can vary depending on the way it is assessed. 76 

t. Recent studies have shown that increasing the ground-level albedo may well decrease 77 

pedestrian comfort due to increased reflection (14,18,19)The effectiveness of these strategies is 78 

also greatly affected by the geographical location, size, and composition of the city. 79 

In the last decade, it has also been shown that urban areas can have a sizeable impact on 80 

precipitation. Observational and modeling studies in mostly North American and Asian megacities 81 

reviewed by Liu & Niyogi show a rainfall enhancement of 16% over and 18% downwind of the city 82 

(20-50 km from the city center) (20). Our understanding on the urban processes that modify 83 

rainfall is still evolving because precipitation is influenced by many factors from large-scale 84 

synoptic systems to local cloud microphysics. The main mechanisms through which urban areas 85 

can influence precipitation are the following, in no particular order of importance: 86 

• An increase in low-level convergence due to increased roughness of cities which impacts 87 

convection over the urban areas  (21); 88 

• Higher temperatures over cities due to the UHI tend to destabilize atmosphere, therefore 89 

create UHI-generated convective clouds (5,22,23); 90 
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• Enhanced concentration of atmospheric aerosols over cities due to pollution are sources 91 

of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and influence the radiative transfer between the cloud 92 

layer and the surface. These effects are summarized in (24);  93 

• Storms tend to either bifurcate around cities (21) or split into small convective cells 94 

upwind from the city (25).  95 

These processes are not always represented correctly in numerical studies, thus could explain the 96 

differences with observational studies reported in (20). Nevertheless, numerical experiments 97 

have become more and more important to understand interactions between the cities and the 98 

atmosphere as different urban processes can be isolated to disentangle their relative impact on 99 

local climate.  100 

In this study, numerical weather prediction (NWP) case studies in the Montreal (Canada) 101 

region are explored. During summertime, important UHI both night and daytime can be observed 102 

in Montreal. While the impact of this city on temperature and heat stress has been previously 103 

investigated (26,27), few studies have hitherto explored the impact of Montreal UHI on 104 

summertime precipitation. Located in the Saint-Laurence River, Montreal has been affected by 105 

significant flooding events. For example, springtime flooding in the Great Montreal region is 106 

typically linked to rainfall associated with extended thaw periods, hence leading to rapid melting 107 

of winter snowpack (28). In July 1987, a series of strong thunderstorms that crossed the island in 108 

the afternoon generated significant downpours, which paralyzed the city. This event followed a 109 

significant heat wave over the region, which likely intensified the storm. Since previous studies 110 

have shown an enhancement of rainfall over urban areas and given that urbanized areas are 111 

growing, flooding events are more likely to occur in the future (29). Moreover, impervious 112 

surfaces in cities intensify surface runoff and reduces water infiltration, which increases the 113 

flooding frequency (30). Additional factors beyond the urban environment may produce an 114 
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intensification of extreme events, for instance higher temperatures due to climate change 115 

increases the atmosphere’s water-holding capacity (31).  Studies have indeed shown a higher 116 

number of flooding events due to increasing urbanization and climate change (30,32,33), which 117 

urges cities to adapt. 118 

The main objectives of this paper are, to understand how the urban environment of 119 

Montreal influences local temperature and human comfort during heat waves and to evaluate 120 

the impact of the city on rainfall following these heat waves. To achieve this, two heat events 121 

immediately followed by intense precipitation are studied using a high-resolution numerical 122 

model. Furthermore, different mitigation scenarios replicating urban design strategies are 123 

investigated to assess their effectiveness on improving comfort. The manuscript is divided as 124 

follows: section 2 presents the models used and the experimental design; section 3 shows the 125 

results from two different case studies; section 4 summarizes and discusses the key findings of 126 

this study. 127 

2 Methodology 128 

2.1 NWP models and system 129 

The NWP experiments are conducted at a 250-m horizontal grid spacing. They are obtained 130 

through a nesting technique starting from the 2.5-km operational forecasts from Environment 131 

and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) High-Resolution Deterministic Prediction System (HRDPS) and 132 

dynamically downscaled to a 1-km and then 250-m resolution. The domains for the HRDPS and 133 

experiments at 1 km and 250 m centered on the city of Montreal are shown in the upper panel of 134 

Fig 1. 135 

 136 
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Fig 1. Geographical locations of model domains and weather stations. a) The HDRPS (2.5 137 

km) domain over North America used to drive our model simulations, b) The high-resolution 138 

domains at 1km (blue rectangle) and 250m (green rectangle) and c) details of land use on the 250 139 

m grid. The grayscale shows the building fraction, with main roads added in white. The green-red 140 

scale shows the main type of vegetation at the grid point. Weather stations are shown (in black: 141 

hourly observations; in grey: daily observations) with their corresponding national identification 142 

(refer to table in the supporting materials for details of stations) 143 

 144 

The atmospheric model used in this study is the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) 145 

model version 5.1 (34,35). GEM is a non-hydrostatic model on a staggered Arakawa-C horizontal 146 

grid and a staggered Charney-Phillips vertical grid. The configuration used in this work is based on 147 

a log-hydrostatic-pressure type terrain-following vertical coordinate.  148 

In GEM, surface fluxes are calculated over 5 types of surfaces: natural land, water, glaciers, 149 

sea ice and urban. The surface processes over natural land including vegetation in urban areas are 150 

represented with the Interaction between Soil-Biosphere-Atmosphere (ISBA) scheme (36,37). For 151 

built-up surfaces, the surface processes are represented with the Town Energy Balance (TEB) 152 

scheme (38,39). The urban surface uses a canyon representation (40), which is a single road 153 

surrounded by buildings (walls and roofs) on each side. Interactions between surfaces such as 154 

shadowing and radiation trapping are considered by TEB and three distinct energy budgets are 155 

calculated – one for each surface.  For water bodies, the surface temperature provided by the 156 

operational analysis is considered constant throughout the experiment, given water high heat 157 

capacity.  158 

Ancillary data needed as input for TEB are computed directly on the model grid cell based 159 

on the methodology of Leroyer et al. (2022) (41) and extended to the entire Canada including 160 
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Montreal. The most important underlying vectorial dataset are Canvec and Circa-2000 (from 161 

Natural Resources Canada)  NRCan databases and the Circa-2000 for vegetation andprecise 162 

building heights and footprints for the downtown area (City of Montreal office).   l. Morphological 163 

parameters including aerodynamical roughness are computed at the model grid resolution (42).  164 

Cloud and precipitation processes occurring at sub-grid scales are represented using four different 165 

schemes in GEM: a boundary layer clouds scheme, shallow and deep convection schemes and 166 

cloud microphysics. In this study, deep convection is considered explicitly resolved because the 167 

forecasts are done on a subkilometer grid and therefore the deep convection scheme is not 168 

activated. For boundary layer clouds and shallow convection, MoisTKE and Kuo Transient implicit 169 

schemes are activated. This configuration is further detailed in (43). Finally, a two-moment version 170 

of the bulk microphysical scheme MY2 is used to represent the grid-scale processes (44).  171 

A similar setup has been used in many studies from ECCC (41,45). This NWP system down 172 

to 250 m grid-spacing is experimental and was built similarly to the NWP system used for the 173 

Toronto metropolitan area (Canada) run daily for specific applications. Seasonal objective 174 

evaluation revealed a good representation of summertime afternoon convective precipitation 175 

(41). At this scale, part of the turbulence is resolved and the thermal plumes in the mixed 176 

boundary-layer – eddies of the size of 1000-1500 m and more might be resolved (46). The 177 

remaining sub-grid scale turbulent component, corresponding to smaller eddies, is computed 178 

through a vertical diffusion scheme for which a reduction of the maximum mixing length in neutral 179 

conditions from 200 m to 57 m has been applied (47). 180 

  181 

2.2 Data for observations and analysis 182 

Data from operational ECCC surface stations is used to evaluate the experiments. Hourly 183 

observations for surface variables are available for a few stations in the domain of interest (Fig 1, 184 
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black dots). These stations are used to validate surface air temperature and humidity, as well as 185 

the timing and rainfall rate. More stations are available with daily observations (Fig 1, gray dots), 186 

which are used to compare total precipitation accumulations from our experiments. The complete 187 

list of stations with their description is available in the supporting materials (Table S1).  188 

Due to precise representation of the elevation in the model and to moderate slopes in the 189 

region, elevation difference between model and in situ stations was found to be less than 10 m 190 

and is neglected in this study. In addition, 2-m temperature is computed above the road in the 191 

street directly and the reference level is not impacted by the large buildings in downtown. 192 

Another dataset used for validation is the Canadian Precipitation Analysis (CaPA) dataset. 193 

The version used in this study is the High-Resolution Deterministic Precipitation Analysis (CaPA-194 

HRDPA), which uses a background field from the HRDPS forecasts and observations from surface 195 

stations and radars (48). 6-h accumulated precipitation at 2.5-km resolution is available for the 196 

two studied periods.  197 

2.3 Experimental setup 198 

2.3.1 Ensemble setup 199 

In order to account for model internal variability, a 10-member ensemble is formed for each 200 

event as sketched in Fig S1. Each member uses the same driving data from HRDPS forecasts (based 201 

on 12 to 24 hours lead-time forecasts), but has a different initialization date, each separated by 202 

12 hours. This is a way for each member to have different initial conditions, and then to evolve in 203 

their own way, even with the same boundary conditions from the HRDPS forecasts. The last 204 

initialized member starts at least 12 h before the precipitation event to let the model spin-up. 205 

These first forecasted 12 h are not considered in our results analysis.   206 
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2.3.2 Initial surface conditions for ISBA are produced from the Canadian Land 207 

Data Assimilation System (CaLDAS) downscaled from 2.5 km to 1 km 208 

and 250 m and for water bodies from ECCC’s analysis. Temperature of 209 

the urban surfaces in TEB in contact with the atmosphere is considered 210 

the same as the surrounding air temperature at the time of the 211 

initialization (surface layer for roads and walls, and first atmospheric 212 

level for roofs). Temperature in the deepest layer of road is assumed 213 

similar to the soil temperature from ISBA.  In addition, , a 12-hours spin-214 

up time is considered for the surface temperatures to adjust. Sensitivity 215 

experiments 216 

Four sensitivity experiments are carried out on both the 250-m and 1-km grid for each 217 

ensemble member: a control simulation (CTL) using the default land use (as depicted in Fig 1), an 218 

experiment without any urban areas (NOURB), a simulation in which the albedo of the urban 219 

surfaces is increased (ALB) and another one in which urban vegetation is enhanced (VEG). In the 220 

CTL simulation, the urban surface is represented by using a database of rasterized maps of 221 

detailed urban and natural classes at a 5-m resolution, following the method used in Leroyer et 222 

al. (34) for Toronto. In the NOURB experiment, every urban surface (roads and roofs) is replaced 223 

by low vegetation and the TEB scheme is deactivated. In the ALB simulation, the albedo of roads, 224 

walls and roofs is modified over 85% of the grid points on the island of Montreal. Road, roof and 225 

building wall albedo are increased from 0.20, 0.15 and 0.25 to 0.45, 0.65 and 0.60 respectively. 226 
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Other city properties (i.e. geometry, composition and materials) are not modified in the ALB 227 

experiment.  228 

In VEG, we replace half of the roads on each grid point with low vegetation if the original 229 

road fraction is between 0.2 and 0.5. An important thing to note on the operation of the TEB 230 

scheme is its separation of urban land use from natural cover. Both are considered completely 231 

separated – TEB will calculate variables (i.e. air temperature, humidity and winds) inside the 232 

canyon, the ISBA scheme will calculate these variables over vegetation, and weighted average is 233 

done for the whole grid point afterwards. To keep the city’s geometry fixed, the building aspect 234 

ratio is kept the same. In other words, the surface description used by TEB is similar in both VEG 235 

and CTL, but the weight attributed to the ISBA scheme’s results at the time of the aggregation will 236 

be larger. 237 

2.4 Description of the events 238 

This study focuses on two distinct events where surface air temperature values above 30°C 239 

in Montreal were followed by remarkable rainfall. 240 

The first studied period is in July 2018 (Fig 2), when hot days (with temperature values 241 

progressively increased up to about 32.5°C) were followed by a significant rainfall event over the 242 

Montreal region associated with a large-scale synoptic system crossing the Montreal Island from 243 

the southwest. The event occurred during late night/early morning and brought intense 244 

precipitation between 0400 and 0800 local time on the 17th of July 2018 with hourly rainfall 245 

amounts reaching about 10-15 mm. A complete analysis of this event will be done in the following 246 

sections.  247 

 248 
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Fig 2. Observed temperature and precipitation for the 2018 event. Observed hourly a) 249 

surface air temperature and b) precipitation accumulation at different stations. Precipitation data 250 

is missing for Mirabel-Intl and Ste-Anne de Bellevue stations during that period.  251 

 252 

The second studied period is in July 2019, where a series of hot days with temperature 253 

reaching up to 30°C was followed by intense precipitation in the Montreal region. A squall line 254 

travelled from the northwest and brought heavy rain and thunderstorms in the region during the 255 

late afternoon of the 11th of July 2019 (Fig 3). The radar images available in the Supplementary 256 

Materials (Fig S2) show the propagation of the squall line near Montreal. The line is well defined 257 

while approaching Montreal, when it seems to split right before crossing the city and then merges 258 

over the southeast part of the city. These systems are typically very unstable and can be further 259 

destabilized as cold and humid air travels through hot and dry air over urban areas.  260 

 261 

Fig 3. Observed temperature and precipitation for the 2019 event. Same as Fig 2 for July 262 

2019 case study. 263 

 264 

3 Results 265 

This section is divided in 3 parts. In the first part (Sect. 3.1) we validate the model 266 

performance in representing the urban processes and the rainfall events against observations. In 267 

Section 3.2 we look at the effects on surface air temperature and humidity of each mitigation 268 

scenarios and finally in Section 3.3 we investigate the impacts of NOURB experiment on rainfall 269 

relative to the CTL case.  270 
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3.1 Control experiment (CTL) versus observations 271 

3.1.1 Surface variables in the CTL experiment 272 

Results for two stations for the July 2018 event are analyzed in this section: McTavish 273 

station (WTA) which is in a dense urban area in downtown Montreal, and St-Hubert Airport station 274 

(YHU) which is in a suburban area east of Montreal (Fig 1). Other hourly stations analyses are 275 

available in the supporting materials. 276 

The model captures well the surface air temperature diurnal cycle during the days prior to 277 

the rain event at different locations in the area. Daily maximum temperatures at the urban station 278 

(McTavish, Fig 4a) for the 3 days leading to the precipitation event are higher by 1-2°C in the CTL 279 

experiment than the observation. Such discrepancy is likely due to the fact that measurements 280 

are done at a single point, usually over low grass or bare soil (49), whereas the model computes 281 

an average over all urban surfaces in a 250-m radius. Hence, in the model the output 282 

temperatures also include temperatures over urban surfaces, which are warmer than bare soil 283 

and vegetation during the day. At the suburban station (St-Hubert Airport, Fig 4b), maximum 284 

temperature is similar in the CTL experiment and the observations. The station is located outside 285 

the urban area (Fig 1), where the land use is more uniform (i.e. large fields and roads), thus the 286 

conditions experienced by the sensor are more representative of the model grid point average. 287 

 288 

Fig 4. Timeseries of observed and simulated surface variables. Observed (black) and 289 

simulated (blue) surface air temperature (TT, a and b) and dew point temperature (TD, c and d) 290 

at station McTavish (WTA, a and c) and St-Hubert (YHU, b and d) for the 2018 event. The blue 291 

shading shows the ensemble spread. 292 

 293 
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At both stations, the temperature from July 14th to the early hours of July 15th of the CTL 294 

experiment differs quite substantially from observations. The forecasted daytime surface air 295 

temperatures are around 2°C higher and nighttime temperatures around 1-2°C cooler than 296 

observed temperatures. This indicates a somewhat incorrect model representation of some 297 

processes, possibly related to cloud cover or inexact representation of the boundary layer. On the 298 

other hand, for the two days leading to the event (July 15th and July 16th) the model correctly 299 

captures the surface air temperature diurnal cycle.  300 

Regarding surface dew-point temperature, the results from CTL tend to agree with the 301 

available observations but present slight differences (Fig 4c-d). In particular, the dew point model 302 

behaviour on July 15 and 16th seems delayed by a few hours compared to observations. No delay 303 

is simulated in the air temperature, suggesting that the discrepancy in simulating the dew point 304 

could be due to a delay in the large-scale moisture advection. During the precipitation events (on 305 

July 17th), modelled surface dew point temperature agrees well with observations both on timing 306 

and value. 307 

The 2019 event shows a similar behavior (results available in the supporting material, Fig 308 

S3). Air temperature in CTL follows quite closely the observations, although maximum daily 309 

temperatures are overestimated (as explained above). During the morning leading to the 310 

precipitation event, the model shows a rise of temperature to up to 30°C a few hours before the 311 

observations, which we can attribute to clouds that are not simulated in CTL. As for dew point 312 

temperature, the model presents slight differences with the observations throughout the period. 313 

As for the 2018 event, a delay in the rise of dew point on the day of the event is present in CTL. 314 

The ability of the model to represent adequately air temperature and dew point indicates an 315 

overall good performance in capturing the surface processes.  316 
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3.1.2 Precipitation in the CTL experiment 317 

The 2018 event is a large-scale system that crosses the Montreal Island and travels 318 

following the St-Laurent River from the southwest to the northeast. Two accumulation maxima 319 

are present in the CaPA analysis on both shores of the St-Laurence River (Fig 5e). The first 320 

maximum on the southeast shore of the river is well reproduced in the CTL experiment, with 321 

similar intensities and shape. The second maximum over the island of Montreal and on the 322 

northwest shore of the river is less intense in the model relative to the CaPA analysis. The model 323 

strongly underestimates this maximum, as if it was supressed completely, with less than 20 mm 324 

in the 24-hour accumulated precipitation on most of the grid points on the northwestern shore. 325 

On the other hand, a strong maximum in the southwest of the island is shown in the CTL results, 326 

which is absent in the CaPA analysis.  327 

 328 

Fig 5. Observed and simulated rainfall for the 2018 event. a-d) Timeseries of 1h-329 

precipitation accumulation in four different stations along the precipitation system: a) Ste Anne 330 

de Bellevue (up-wind of the city), b) McTavish (downtown), c) St-Hubert (suburb next to the 331 

downtown) and d) Assomption (down-wind). X-axis is the hour on July 17th 2018 (in local time). 332 

e-f) 24-h precipitation accumulation from 2018-07-16 2000 LST to 2018-08-17 2000 LST from e) 333 

CaPA analysis and f) CTL run (ensemble average), with colored circles representing observed 334 

accumulation values at available surface stations. The black arrow shows the global trajectory of 335 

the system. 336 

 337 

Hourly accumulations are available at a few stations in the area providing more details on 338 

the evolution of the rainfall event (Fig 5). Considering the system travelling from the southwest 339 

to the northeast, we accordingly choose four stations to investigate hourly rainfall intensities (see 340 
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stations location in Fig 1) as follows: (a) a station upwind southwest of downtown (Sainte-Anne 341 

de Bellevue, WYQ), (b) a station in the downtown area (McTavish, WTA), (c) a station east of 342 

downtown (St-Hubert Airport, YHU) on the southeast shore of the river, and (d) a station 343 

downwind north of downtown (L’Assomption, WEW). Precipitation is simulated in the CTL 344 

experiment at around the same time as the observations, but intensities differ.  345 

Both the 24-h accumulations and the hourly precipitation seem to indicate a blockage of 346 

the precipitation system before crossing the city. Considering the split of the system on each shore 347 

of the river, the cell on the southeast shore is well represented in the model as shown at station 348 

YHU (Fig 5c), but the part passing over the city (defined by the path of stations WVQ, WTA and 349 

WEW) seemed blocked before crossing. The model simulates strong accumulations upwind (Fig 350 

5a), consistent with observations, and very little rainfall over the city downtown (Fig 5b) and 351 

downwind (Fig 5d), underestimating accumulation in comparison to observations.  352 

The 2019 event is a squall line that crosses perpendicularly the St-Laurence River and the 353 

island of Montreal during the afternoon from northwest to southeast (Fig 6e). The radar shows 354 

the squall line split before crossing the city (S2 Fig), which can also be noticed in the CaPA analysis, 355 

where there are two poles of intense precipitation located on the northern and southwestern 356 

parts of the island, and lower intensity in the center (Fig 6e). Both poles seem to regroup over and 357 

downwind from the city to form a weaker squall line with the same propagation direction. The 358 

model simulates the squall line, with the same propagation direction and timing as the observed 359 

one (Fig 6), although convection over the city seem completely supressed. It splits into two smaller 360 

cells right before crossing the island, but contrary to the observations, both cells do not merge 361 

downwind of the city. This causes the dissipation of the squall line and therefore there is barely 362 

any precipitation downwind from the city (east and southeast of the Montreal island).  363 

 364 
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Fig 6. Observed and simulated rainfall for the 2019 event. a-d) Timeseries of 1h-365 

precipitation accumulation in four different stations along the precipitation system: a) 366 

Assomption (up-wind of the city), b) McTavish (downtown), c) Pierre-Elliott-Trudeau (next to the 367 

downtown) and d) St-Hubert (down-wind). X-axis is the hour on July 11th 2019 (in local time). e-368 

f) 24-h precipitation accumulation from 2019-07-11 0800 LST to 2019-07-12 0800 LST from e) 369 

CaPA analysis and f) CTL run (ensemble average), with colored circles representing observed 370 

accumulation values at available surface stations. The black arrow shows the global trajectory of 371 

the system 372 

 373 

We choose four stations according to the propagation direction of the system to investigate 374 

hourly rainfall intensities as follows: (a) a station upwind (L’Assomption, WEW), (b) a station in 375 

the downtown area (McTavish, WTA), (c) a station southwest of downtown (Pierre-Elliott-Trudeau 376 

Airport, YUL), and (d) a station downwind east of downtown (St-Hubert Airport, YHU). At the 377 

stations upwind (WEW), downtown (WTA) and downwind (YHU), hourly observations show an 378 

intense peak of precipitation in the first two hours (20-30 mm) followed by a trail of less than 10 379 

mm for the next two hours. The same signal is observed at the station YUL, but with lower hourly 380 

accumulations (less than 10 mm during the first hour). The model is consistent with observations 381 

upwind (Fig 5a), with about 30 mm accumulated rainfall in the first two hours, followed by traces 382 

of precipitation in the next two hours. As for the other three stations (Fig b-c-d), the model rather 383 

simulates a 4-hour period of constant rainfall (less than 5 mm/h), which indicates a dissipation of 384 

the squall line over the island of Montreal.  385 

In both cases, the model seems to overestimate the blocking of the precipitation system 386 

before the city. In the 2018 event, accumulated precipitation indicated a blockage upwind and a 387 

possible bifurcation south of the city. In the 2019 event, the squall line seems to dissipate before 388 
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crossing the river. In following sections, we will investigate whether this behavior is due to the 389 

presence of the city in the CTL experiment. 390 

3.2 Effect on surface air temperature and humidity of mitigation 391 

scenarios 392 

In this section, we investigate how the urban land-use/land-cover influences the surface air 393 

temperature, humidity and heat index, by either completely removing the urban area or by using 394 

heat mitigation scenarios. 395 

3.2.1 NOURB versus CTL - surface 396 

To quantify the impact of the city, we replace urban areas with vegetation in the NOURB 397 

experiment as described in section 2.3.2. 398 

As expected, replacing all urban areas by vegetation significantly reduces surface air 399 

temperature (Fig 7a), with maximum differences up to 4-5°C at night. Thermal properties of urban 400 

surfaces cause them to warm at faster rates than the surrounding rural areas during the day (41). 401 

They are also more efficient than rural areas in storing heat, which is then released into the 402 

atmosphere during the night. This heat release increases the surface air temperature over urban 403 

surfaces, which explains such large temperature anomaly when they are removed in the NOURB 404 

experiment. Dew point, on the other hand, is up to 2-4°C higher in the NOURB run than in the CTL 405 

run (Fig 7b), reaching maximum differences during the afternoon and at night. Such an increase 406 

is due to added water vapor from evapotranspiration.  407 

 408 

Fig 7. Changes in averaged 2-m air temperature, 2-m dew point and heat index for the 409 

2018 event. Spatial timeseries of the difference in 2-m air temperature (a, d, g), 2-m dew point 410 

(b, e, h) and heat index (c, f, i) between NOURB-CTL (a, b, c), ALB-CTL (d, e, f) and VEG-CTL (g, h, i) 411 
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model runs for the 2018 event. The black line is the spatial average on the island of Montreal of 412 

the difference between the sensitivity and the CTL experiments. The gray area is the 5th to 95th 413 

percentile and represents the spatial variability on the island of Montreal. Vertical lines show 414 

00:00 local time.   415 

 416 

The comfort felt by the city’s inhabitants depends mostly on air temperature and humidity. 417 

A way to define this comfort is by calculating a heat index. The U.S. National Weather Service 418 

(NWS) algorithm is used in this study (16). According to this algorithm, we find that heat index is 419 

decreased quite substantially in the NOURB experiment compared to the CTL experiment (Fig 7c). 420 

At night, there is an average decrease of heat index of 2-4°C, with local peaks of up to 6°C in the 421 

downtown area. During the day, the decrease of heat index is less noticeable, and it is around 1°C. 422 

The surface landscape and possible wind advection strongly determine the spatial pattern 423 

of the heat index, temperature, and humidity anomalies (Fig 8). Denser urban areas show a more 424 

substantial temperature and moisture differences than rural areas, as expected. Although these 425 

modifications are local, the hot and dry air is advected outside the city according to the wind’s 426 

direction.  427 

 428 

Fig 8. Changes in surface air temperature, dew point, relative humidity and heat index for 429 

the 2018 event. Anomalies in air temperature (a, b, c), dew-point temperature (d, e, f), relative 430 

humidity (g, h, i) and heat index (j, k, l) between NOURB and CTL experiments. The three columns 431 

correspond to different times: 2018-07-16 12:00 LST (left), 2018-07-16 18:00 LST (center) and 432 

2018-07-17 00:00 LST (right). Surface winds for the CTL experiment are shown (in knots). 433 

 434 
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These results show how much the presence of a city like Montreal can modify the 435 

environmental properties of the city and surrounding areas, making it warmer and drier than the 436 

rural regions. The results for the July 2019 event are available in the supporting materials (Fig S4 437 

and S5). Intensities of differences between the NOURB and CTL are slightly lower for the 2019 438 

event than the 2018 event. Maximum daily temperatures during the 2019 event (30°C) are lower 439 

than during the 2018 event (32°C), which indicates proportionality between the strength of the 440 

UHI and high temperatures. Our results also show the same diurnal pattern in both the 2018 and 441 

2019 events, with the largest differences in heat index at night. Both events show similar 442 

advection patterns, however the signal is less clear in 2019 rather than during the 2018 event due 443 

to the surface wind that changes direction the day prior to the precipitation event.  444 

3.2.2 ALB versus CTL – surface 445 

In the ALB experiment only surface reflectivity is increased– the city’s geometry, 446 

composition and materials are kept as in the CTL simulation, therefore thermal properties are not 447 

modified. 448 

Surface air temperature is decreased throughout the whole day in the ALB experiment compared 449 

to the CTL experiment (Fig 7d), but to a lesser degree than in NOURB. As expected, this decrease 450 

is most important during the afternoon when the solar radiation is at its strongest. The higher 451 

albedo reflects more shortwave radiation in the ALB experiment; therefore, the lighter urban 452 

surface will warm less than the darker CTL surface. On the other hand, nighttime air temperatures 453 

in the ALB experiment are only slightly lower than in CTL (less than 0.5°C). This is expected since 454 

emissivity and thermal properties of materials were not modified. The white and dark surfaces 455 

both release heat at night at similar rates; therefore, the nighttime UHI is not significantly affected 456 

by changes in albedo. The slight decrease in temperature can be associated with the fact that less 457 

heat is stored in the surfaces during the day. 458 
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The change in albedo slightly affects moisture (Fig 7e). Dew point is increased up to 1°C 459 

during the afternoon in the ABL experiment compared to the CTL. Overall, the heat stress is 460 

lowered by the increased albedo (Fig 7f), which is in turn beneficial for the population living in the 461 

city. 462 

3.2.3 VEG versus CTL – surface 463 

In the VEG experiment, parts of the roads are replaced by low vegetation and the city’s 464 

geometry is not modified compared to the CTL simulation. Considering the configuration used in 465 

the experiment, the weight attributed to the natural land cover fraction relative to the CTL will be 466 

more important in the VEG experiment; however, the natural land cover fraction is much less 467 

dominant in the VEG than in the NOURB experiment. 468 

Vegetation has different properties than asphalt and cement roads, in particularly albedo, 469 

emissivity, soil moisture evolution through the day and presence of evapotranspiration. 470 

Therefore, air is cooler and moister over vegetation than over urban cover. Since the weight 471 

attributed to vegetation is larger in the VEG experiment than in the CTL, the overall results show 472 

a slight decrease in 2-m air temperature and a slight increase of dew point (Fig 7g-h). Some single 473 

grid points show the opposite behavior, especially in less dense areas, where the VEG experiment 474 

showed higher temperatures and lower dew point than the CTL experiment (Fig S4a-b-c). Such 475 

differences may likely be associated to small differences in cloud cover. As those anomalies are 476 

isolated and not significant, we do not thing is worth investigating it further.  477 

These factors create a mixed effect on heat stress (Fig 7i), with areas that show a slight 478 

increase of comfort and others a slight decrease; in particular, an overall increase of comfort is 479 

simulated in dense urban areas (Fig S3). 480 
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3.3 Effect on precipitation of mitigation scenarios 481 

The results presented in section 3.2 indicate the clear impact of the urban land use on 482 

temperature and humidity at the surface. In this section, we investigate whether this modification 483 

of the surface layer properties (NOURB) can possibly affect rainfall.  484 

3.3.1 2018 event 485 

In terms of the effect of Montreal urban area on rainfall during July 2018 event, when the 486 

system passes through Montreal at night, our model experiment does not show any significant 487 

impact in terms of cumulative amount during 24 hours (Fig 9a). The small differences between 488 

NOURB and CTL can be explained by the slight displacement of atmospheric patterns in each 489 

ensemble member of each experiment. As mentioned in section 3.1.2, the CTL experiment shows 490 

less precipitation than observations over the city and downwind of the city, which we initially 491 

surmised to be related to the city’s parametrisation in the model. However, replacing the urban 492 

surfaces and decreasing the roughness in the NOURB run does not seem to change the 493 

precipitation pattern. Therefore, the decreased rainfall over the city area in the CTL experiment 494 

cannot be due to the its presence of built-up surfaces. 495 

 496 

Fig 9. Changes in precipitation. Difference in accumulated precipitation between NOURB 497 

and CTL experiments for the 2018 event (a) and the 2019 event (b). Brown signifies more 498 

precipitation when the city is present. 499 

 500 

In addition, the surface instability caused by the UHI seems negligible in this case, as the 501 

rainfall event is part of a well-organized synoptic scale system. A vertical sounding of the modelled 502 

atmosphere in the CTL experiment at the start of the event shows very little convective available 503 
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potential energy (CAPE) and a large zone of convective inhibition (CIN) at the surface (Fig 10a), 504 

which indicates low atmospheric instability in the region. Modifying the land properties is 505 

expected to affect only the lower atmospheric levels, which is visible in the skew-T (Fig 10b). Hot 506 

and dry surface air in the CTL run generates a smaller surface CIN region compared to the NOURB 507 

run, but this reduction of CIN is not sufficient to provide a detectable impact on the system.  508 

 509 

Fig 10. Skew-T diagram. Skew-T diagram on 2018-07-18 00:00 LST (a, b), 2019-07-11 18:00 510 

LST (c, d) and 2019-07-11 19:00 LST (e, f) for the CTL experiment (left, a, c, e) and NOURB 511 

experiment (right, b, d, f) at the closest grid point to McTavish station. The red line is the 512 

temperature, the green line is the dew-point temperature and the black line is the air parcel lifted. 513 

The blue and red shaded areas represents the layers where convective inhibition (CIN) and 514 

convective available potential energy (CAPE) is present, respectively.   515 

 516 

3.3.2 2019 event 517 

As opposed to the 2018 event, the July 2019 event is characterized by high instability. The 518 

front edge of the squall line is typically very unstable, with strong updrafts of moist air and the 519 

system travels over the city in the afternoon, when instability is at its maximum. Our results show 520 

a displacement of heavy rainfall towards the city in the NOURB simulation (Fig 9b) compared to 521 

the CTL experiment. Analysis of the composite reflectivity calculated by the model for the NOURB 522 

and CTL experiment shows no visible differences in timing and propagation of the squall line (Fig 523 

13; the results at 1-km resolution are shown in order to see a larger portion of the squall line). In 524 

both cases, the system arrives at the city at 1900 local time with strong intensity. The intensity of 525 

the squall line dissipates by splitting in small cells as it travels over Montreal (S2 Fig). Accumulated 526 

rainfall differences between the NOURB and the CTL experiment show a signal at approximately 527 
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the same location as the dissipation (over the city). There is a translation of accumulated rainfall 528 

of 10 mm more towards the island of Montreal in the NOURB experiment. In both cases, the squall 529 

line loses a lot on intensity downwind of the city, but it continues with the same propagation 530 

direction. This indicates that the presence of the city seems to affect the system on the upwind 531 

side of the island only.   532 

 533 

Fig 13. Model reflectivity for 2019 event. Maximum reflectivity at different times for the 534 

2019 event for CTL (left) and NOURB (right) experiment. Times are, from top to bottom row, 1800, 535 

1900, 2000, 2100 and 2200 LST on 2019-07-12.  536 

 537 

The atmosphere is quite stable right before the passage of the squall line (Fig 10c, d). As 538 

the system passes over the island of Montreal, a large area of CAPE is present in the vertical 539 

sounding (Fig 10e, f). The CTL experiment (Fig 10e) shows a significantly larger CAPE area than the 540 

NOURB experiment (Fig 10f) which indicates that the presence of the city has more potential of 541 

enhancing convection. In our case, the squall line splits over the island of Montreal in both the 542 

CTL and NOURB experiments, which might explain why there is no significant effect on 543 

precipitation. 544 

4 Discussion 545 

Using a 250-m grid spacing for this type of study is interesting for many reasons. First, the 546 

surface heterogeneity is represented with very high accuracy and precision, therefore local 547 

processes of the urban heat island can be parametrized and resolved. A study from Leroyer et al. 548 

(2022) with a similar setup at 250-m horizontal resolution has proven better results than the 2.5-549 

km operational analysis for 2-m temperature, dewpoint, winds and precipitation in summertime 550 
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in Toronto (41). Precipitation patterns showed more details and have the potential to represent 551 

processes that cannot be resolved with the 2.5-km resolution (41). However, NWP experiments 552 

at hectometric horizontal resolution are still experimental and further studies are necessary to 553 

understand how they represent processes. 554 

4.1.1 Surface variables 555 

The results presented in the study for 2-m temperature, dew point and thermal comfort 556 

agree with the existing literature. The NOURB experiment, in which all urban areas are replaced 557 

by low vegetation, highlights the intensity of the urban-induced modifications to local 558 

microclimate. The 2-m air temperature is greatly decreased especially at night, where differences 559 

with the CTL experiment reach 4-5°C.  The simulated anomalies are consistent with the difference 560 

in temperature between the urban station (McTavish, WTA) and the rural stations of Mirabel 561 

(YMX) to the west and Saint Hubert (YHU) to the east. Available observations show about the 562 

same maximum daily temperature between the urban station and the rural stations, but a 5°C 563 

difference in minimum temperature. This decrease in temperature is well documented and the 564 

urban processes are well understood (5). The added vegetation also has the effect of adding 565 

moisture in the air due to evapotranspiration, but, overall, the thermal comfort is improved in the 566 

NOURB experiment on average around 2-4°C, and around 1°C during the day on average. 567 

However, a notable spatial variability in the heat index anomalies is simulated over the island of 568 

Montreal, with larger differences over dense urban areas (4-6°C) and negligible effects over 569 

existing large parks. Therefore, mitigating the effect of the UHI will lead to a remarkable increase 570 

in human comfort for the population living in the city.  571 

In our study, we perform two mitigation scenarios, 1) increasing the urban surface’s albedo 572 

(ALB) and 2) adding low vegetation at the street level (VEG). The increased albedo experiment 573 

shows a reduction of surface air temperature peaking during the afternoon, while nighttime 574 
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temperature modification is negligible. According to literature, peak decrease of temperature due 575 

happens when sun radiation is maximal. At night, the air temperature is expected to be decreased 576 

in the ALB experiment compared to CTL, since there is less heating of the surface during the day 577 

(50). Our results show this behavior, although the difference in temperature reaches almost zero 578 

as the end of the night. Our results show a slight increase of moisture during daytime at night in 579 

the ALB experiment, possibly due to an indirect effect on condensation. Overall, this strategy 580 

increases thermal comfort by 0.5-1°C during the day. There are many ways to calculate the 581 

thermal comfort. In this study, the NWS heat index is used, which takes into consideration 582 

temperature and humidity. Some other comfort indices tend to also consider radiant exchanges 583 

at the street-level and winds, and studies have shown that increasing the ground-level albedo 584 

tend to decrease pedestrian comfort due to increased reflection (14,18,19). No detailed analysis 585 

of the comfort was conducted in this study as it was not our main focus, therefore results on 586 

comfort changes for the ALB experiment have to be interpreted carefully. The NWS heat index is 587 

still a good indicator of comfort and is widely used at meteorological offices.  588 

Adding low vegetation at the street level (VEG) in our numerical experiment shows a 589 

marginal and mixed impact on improving thermal comfort with slight  reduced temperature and 590 

increased humidity. However, in dense urban areas, our results do show a decrease in 591 

temperature large enough to improve comfort. Adding trees instead of low vegetation would 592 

certainly have a more positive impact on thermal comfort since they interact directly with 593 

radiation by shading the surface (5). This scenario was not considered, as such effect is not 594 

represented in our model. Investigation with other urban schemes in which the effect of trees is 595 

accounted for would provide better insights on mitigation strategies (51). The results from the 596 

mitigation scenarios presented in this paper are in agreement with a similar study done for 597 

Montreal’s local authorities (52) in which the effect of multiple mitigation scenarios is analyzed. 598 
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Furthermore, Leroyer et al. (52) showed that the small reduction of air temperature (< 0.5°C) 599 

associate with adding street-level vegetation could be greatly increased with forced soil irrigation 600 

(around 1°C). Hence, a combination of increased albedo  and vegetation , would be greatly 601 

beneficial for the population living in dense urban areas. 602 

4.1.2 Precipitation 603 

For the 2018 event, in which an organized frontal system crossed the city at night, the 604 

impact on precipitation from the urban land use is not detected in our numerical experiments. 605 

The main reason is probably related to the fact that the UHI induced modification of the air mass 606 

above the city is not large enough to affect a large-scale organized system. These system’s 607 

trajectories and intensity are defined by synoptic factors and a small perturbation at the surface 608 

has likely no impact. Furthermore, even if the signal of the UHI is strongest at night, the 609 

atmosphere is typically very stable, as compared to during the day, where the surface is very hot 610 

and generates substantial vertical instability. Nevertheless, Li et al. (22) have shown that in some 611 

cases, the UHI impacts on surface variables have a significant effect on atmospheric stability and 612 

hence, can enhance rainfall. For this reason, we investigate another event in 2019, characterized 613 

by large instability as a squall line develops in the afternoon and crosses Montreal from the 614 

northwest. In this case, the city seems to slightly affect the system. Results revealed more rainfall 615 

over the city in the CTL experiment compared to the NOURB case. The different spatial pattern of 616 

accumulated precipitation from the CTL and NOURB experiment shows a signal that indicates a 617 

possible impact from the land use: when the city is present the front seemed to be blocked before 618 

the island of Montreal before dissolving and there is slightly more precipitation over the island. 619 

The analysis of the vertical profile over the downtown area showed a large CAPE area at the time 620 

of the storm, which is significantly larger in the CTL experiment than NOURB. This indicates that 621 

the UHI can notably increase convection and instability, and therefore intensify the storm. 622 
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However, in our experiment the squall line splits and weakens before passing over the city, which 623 

may explain why there is no significant differences on precipitation downwind of the city. 624 

Nevertheless, our results highlight how the presence of a large urban area can affect the vertical 625 

stability of the atmosphere, especially during periods of high instability. 626 

Such impact on precipitation supports the finding of the above-mentioned study by Li et al. 627 

(22), suggesting an impact on rainfall of the UHI. However, our study indicates that conclusions 628 

on modification of precipitation due to urban land-use from isolated case studies have to be 629 

interpreted carefully as rainfall is highly variable and can be associated with different 630 

meteorological conditions. Therefore, other rainfall events, such as more localized events spurred 631 

by the instability created by the presence of the city itself should be considered to gain a more 632 

robust understanding of the city impacts on precipitation. Furthermore, a model intercomparison 633 

and further investigation on the model configuration and the schemes used for the representation 634 

of physical processes at the surface and in the boundary layer could help shedding light on model 635 

inaccuracy and misrepresentation of the rainfall systems.  636 

 637 

5 Conclusion 638 

The objective of this study is to determine potential effects of the city of Montreal and the 639 

impact of different urban development strategies on the local climate. At present, studies have 640 

investigated the UHI in Montreal (26,27) and the possible impact of mitigation scenarios (52); 641 

however, little is known on the UHI impact on summer rainfall. Numerical experiments with a 642 

subkilometer (250 m) Numerical Weather Prediction System using GEM as atmospheric model 643 

and TEB as surface scheme are performed, following recent configurations used for urban studies 644 

at ECCC (41).  645 
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Local surface climate is in general well represented by our numerical model.  Overall, air 646 

temperature and dew-point temperature followed accurately the observations available for the 647 

studied periods with some minor discrepancies. As for precipitation, the model was able to 648 

simulate the rainfall event for both the 2018 and the 2019 events, although presented differences 649 

with the observations. In both cases, accumulated precipitation was lower over and downwind of 650 

the city, suggesting a possible blockage of the systems by the city.  651 

Finally, Montreal has a particular geographical setting since it is an island in a valley and it 652 

is known that storms have the tendency to bifurcate or split around Montreal. This might be 653 

attributed to the river that modifies low-level divergence, protecting the island from strong 654 

storms (53). The 2018 event did not show this behavior, but the model simulated a bifurcation of 655 

the system in all experiments. Observations as well as the experiments of the 2019 event showed 656 

a split of the squall line, although the model misses the merge of the system over the city. It may 657 

well be that our model overestimates the processes that influence the bifurcation and split. 658 

Additional studies of model sensitivity to the river properties (temperature and presence) and for 659 

other heavy rain events are necessary to shed light on the role of Montreal island in bifurcating 660 

or splitting storms. 661 

 662 

  663 
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Supporting information 801 

S1 Table. Weather stations. Information and localisation of weather stations used as 802 

observations. 803 

S1 Fig. Driving data ensemble. The 10 ensemble driving data from the 2.5-km HRDPS 804 

forecast.S2 Fig. Radar images. Radar images from the Blainville radar on 2019-07-12 at a) 1730 805 

LST (2130 UTC), b) 1800 LST (2200 UTC), c) 1830 LST (2230 UTC) and d) 1900 LST (2300 UTC). The 806 

island of Montreal is located southeast from the center of the radar (see label).   S3 Fig. Changes 807 

in surface air temperature, dew point, relative humidity and heat index between ALB and CTL 808 

for the 2018 event. Same as Fig 8, but for the ALB experiment. Anomalies in air temperature (a, 809 

b, c), dew-point temperature (d, e, f), relative humidity (g, h, i) and heat index (j, k, l) between ALB 810 

and CTL experiments. The three columns correspond to different times: 2018-07-16 12:00 LST 811 

(left), 2018-07-16 18:00 LST (center) and 2018-07-17 00:00 LST (right). Surface winds for the CTL 812 

experiment are shown (in knots). 813 

S4 Fig. Same as S2 Fig, but for the VEG experiment. 814 

S5 Fig. Timeseries of observed and simulated surface variables for the 2019 event. Same 815 

as Fig 4, but for the 2019 event. Observed (black) and simulated (blue) surface air temperature 816 

(TT, a and b) and dew point temperature (TD, c and d) at station McTavish (WTA, a and c) and St-817 

Hubert (YHU, b and d) for the 2018 event. The blue shading shows the ensemble spread. 818 

S6 Fig. Changes in averaged surface air temperature, relative humidity and heat index for 819 

the 2019 event. Spatial timeseries of the difference in surface air temperature (a), relative 820 

humidity (b) and heat index (c) between NOURB-CTL model runs for the 2019 event. The black 821 

line is the spatial average on the island of Montreal of the difference between the sensitivity and 822 
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the CTL experiments. The gray area is the 5th to 95th percentile and represents the spatial 823 

variability on the island of Montreal. Vertical lines show 00:00 local time.   824 

S7 Fig. Changes in surface air temperature, dew point, relative humidity and heat index 825 

between NOURB and CTL for the 2019 event. Same as Fig 8, but for the 2019 event. Anomalies 826 

in air temperature (a, b, c), dew-point temperature (d, e, f), relative humidity (g, h, i) and heat 827 

index (j, k, l) between NOURB and CTL experiments. The three columns correspond to different 828 

times: 2019-07-11 08:00 LST (left), 2019-07-11 12:00 LST (center) and 2019-07-11 18:00 LST 829 

(right). Surface winds for the CTL experiment are shown (in knots). 830 
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